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Objectives

• Map the 3-way exchange of radical print culture in the revolutionary period between Britain, France 

and the Italian states

• Reconstruct a still obscure network of radical translators and their works using prosopographical data 

models

• Extend our knowledge of the linguistic and cultural strategies of mediation used by radical translators

• Establish the centrality of translation for understanding the French Revolution as a transnational 

phenomenon

• Challenge modern notions of ‘local’ and ‘foreign’ by recovering a transnational and polycentric 
movement of translations and people 

• Show how misappropriations and failures of translation can be used to reveal cultural fault lines as well 

as demonstrate how cultural influence works in practice



This projects seeks to map the circulation 

of radical texts, people and vocabularies 

between Britain, France and Italy through

• Identifying a corpus of c. 1000 

revolutionary-era translations that 

sought to extend ideas of liberty and 

equality into new contexts

• Constructing a prosopography of over 

500 translators ranging from well-

known revolutionaries to 

pseudonymous or anonymous 

translators

Summary

www.radicaltranslations.org



Two key questions

How did translation enable
democratic movements to reach
wider publics and cast themselves as
part of an international struggle?

How was a transnational
revolutionary idiom adopted,
adapted, resisted or rejected in the
effort to create locally and culturally
specific tools for political action on
the ground?



Constructing a corpus: some 

challenges

• No pre-existing catalogue of revolutionary 

translations 

• How to create the right-sized corpus to 

answer our research question: what makes a 

translation ‘radical’?
• How to define criteria for selection in a way 

that doesn’t predict outcome (i.e. risk of 
circular reasoning)

• How to capture the time-sensitive nature of 

radical translations?



Some starting points

1. Classical definition of radicalism including:

Egalitarianism

Anti-clericalism

Republicanism

Democratising impulses

Emphasis on self-determination

2. Core list of prominent revolutionaries who also translated 

3. Core list of radical texts (many from the radical enlightenment)

4. Knowledge of important publishers, literary journals, newspapers and records associated with 

radical circles



Our approach to data gathering

Two broad categories

Overtly radical translations –
when and where (as a way to

answer how and why)

Less obvious cases – when and

where to predict and recover

cases where a source text

(whether radical or not) can be

considered radical within specific

contexts of desire and repression

4 correlated data sets

Texts: c. 1000 radicalizing translations, their source texts and 

paratexts

People: 500 activist translators

Events: chronologies in three different contexts

Places: maps of the movement of translations and translators



Texts: Controlled vocabulary

• Selection of FAST Forms/Topics 

• Published translations, texts 

presented as translations, self-

translations, fragments of translation 

(published in newspapers, 

ephemeral press), unpublished or 

projected translations

Search filters on database resources









Paratextual features as variables

• Paratexts as ‘active strategies of framing’ (Baker 2006)

• Compact forms of communication that provide evidence about implied, model and empirical 

readers

• Evidence how translators sought to extend radical ideas beyond the intended or imagined 

readership (public) of an original











People Data Set

Using prosopography to illuminate lives as well as an ‘indirect means of research’ to:

1. Identify translators and texts not yet known to us

2. Understand motivations for translation activities 

3. Shed light on anonymous, pseudonymous or uncertain attributions (e.g. by linking translators to 

printers or other networks)

4. Thumbnail sketches of key translators feature on our blog as ‘lives in translation’

https://radicaltranslations.org/blog/
















Events Data Set

CHALLENGE: To recover the multiple temporalities of revolutionary experience

• We are constructing 5 national chronologies for three linguistic contexts (US, Ireland, 

Britain, France and Italian States)

• These are not general political chronologies but constructed out of events relevant for 

translation activity and history of radical revolutionary movements (so censorship and 

repression, military occupations, constitutional or regime changes)

• Translations will be correlated not only against a chronology of events but also with 

respect to the political climate (e.g. was it a moment of freedom or repression?)



Places Data Set

• Visualising the movement of texts

• Visualising the movement of people

• Largely inferred from the other data-sets





A relational Data Model

• Uses BIBFRAME for Resources and 

events; VIAF and Wikidata for Agents 

• These standard classifications allow our 

data to be exported to other catalogues to 

enhance understanding of collections  in 

the UK (eg. British Library) and possibly 

elsewhere

• An opportunity here for advancing the 

knowledge of foreign language holdings, 

especially Italian language holdings in the 

UK and elsewhere?





Export function

data can be downloaded as csv files


